
What is going on at School 
 End of Semester Tests and Learning    As the first semester finishes 
up, students in high school prepare and then take end of course assessments 
(EOCs) or final exams.  In some classes, this is a comprehensive final, while 
other classes may have unit exams.  At the middle school level, unit exams 
or chapter tests are given.  Teachers use these exams to compare to the pre-
test given at the beginning of the semester to look at what the student had 
learned, how they grew in knowledge, and what the student did well on as 
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Castleford School 
District strives to 
create productive 
and responsible 
citizens, critical 
thinkers, effective 
problem solvers, 
and life-long 
learners. 

Creativity and 
Opportunity 
Students who have 
more opportunity to 
create have more 
opportunities in life.
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what the learning is 

about. 
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occurs.
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well as what they struggled with.  The results should help the teacher decide how and what to cover 
in more detail when the class is taught again.  

 First Grade  The 1st grade is finishing up a snowman unit based on the book Snowmen At 
Night by Caralyn Buehner.  The students were engaged with finding the action words in this story 
and used those to learn about verbs.  They painted snowmen, the students were also challenged 
with writing a narrative about being snowmen themselves!  We spent time on the many characters in 
the story and even found the "hidden" characters the illustrator added!  The weather outside has 
been a great addition to this story! -Mrs. Zimmers 

 Sports    How’s basketball going? Boys basketball has had some wins and a lot of close and 
challenging games.  Girls basketball has also had wins and challenging games this year.  Jr High Girls 
season is over and they made it to the tournaments.  A dedicated 
group of parents and fans have been going to all the away games 
traveling upwards of an hour and a half away and living off of the 
greasy concessions food or fast food picked up after the games.  
Thank you for your support! 

 Advanced Opportunities and Testing Our part-time 
Career Counselor, Geianne Choate, had an advanced Opportunities 
nigh that gave 8th grade and high school students information 
about the Advance Opportunities programs available for students, 
including Dual-Credit and Fast-Forwarding of select high-level 
students.  Mr. Bostock will be having the High School Juniors take the ASVAB test the middle of 
January.  Students will have the opportunity this spring to take the ACT and SAT tests.  Later in the 
school year will be the ISAT 2.0 State Standardized Test.  

 Accreditation   Accreditation is February 1-2 for Castleford Schools.  Thank you to everyone 
who has completed surveys.   

  

The “3 Fs” of Effective 
Parenting 
Discipline should be 

Firm: Consequences should be  clearly 
stated and then adhered to when the 
inappropriate behavior occurs.
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Fair: The punishment should fit the 
crime. Also in the case of recurring 
behavior, consequences should be 
stated in advance so the child knows 
what to expect. Harsh punishment is not 
necessary. Using a simple Time Out can 
be effective when it is used consistently 
every time the behavior occurs. Also, 
use of reward for a period of time like 
part of a day or a whole day when no 
Time Outs or maybe only one Time Out 
is received

Friendly: Use a friendly but firm 
communication style when letting a 
children know they have behaved 
inappropriately and let them know they 
will receive the “agreed upon” 
consequence. Encourage them to try to 
remember what they should do instead 
to avoid future consequences. Work at 
“catching them being good” and praise 
them for appropriate behavior.

From Parenting 101:   https://
childdevelopmentinfo.com/how-to-be-a-
parent/parenting/#.WHAb_7GZNQQ
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JANUARY EVENTS 
January 16 No School -Teacher Work Day & Martin Luther King Jr Day 

January 17 No School- Teacher in-service on Student Engagement  

January 18 -Trustees Meeting 7 pm 

Sports 
January 10-GBB Vs Hagerman 

January 11-BBB Vs Dietrich 

January 14- GBB Vs Dietrich  

January 18- GBB vs Buhl  

January 19- BBB vs Richfield   

January 20- GBB vs Richfield  

January 26 - BBB vs Murtaugh  

January 27-GBB vs Murtaugh 

https://childdevelopmentinfo.com/how-to-be-a-parent/parenting/#.WHAb_7GZNQQ

